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 This is one of six Topic Papers that have been prepared as reference 
material to accompany the Masterplan report for the Derriford Community Park 
and One Planet Centre on behalf of Plymouth City Council.
The other Topic Papers cover the following topics:

Topic Paper 1 One Planet Centre – Designing to One Planet Living Principles
Topic Paper 2 Landscape, Access and Recreation
Topic Paper 3 Biodiversity
Topic Paper 4 Community Food Growing
Topic Paper 6 Historic Landscape and Archaeology

Copies can be downloaded from www.plymouth.gov.uk/dcp

background
Situated three miles to the north of Plymouth’s city centre, Derriford is poised for 
significant growth over the next 25 years. At the heart of the new Derriford will be 
a regionally important park – Derriford Community Park.  The Park will include 
the One Planet Centre which will act as a regional destination for environmental 
learning, a community facility and a centre that will support this exciting new 
Park. The Park will cover over 140 hectares and will include woodlands, farmland 
and a series of streams. It will link the Forder, Bircham and Seaton valleys and 
become a focus not just for the new communities of Derriford but also will provide 
a resource for the whole City with close links with the existing communities of 
Estover, Eggbuckland, Leigham and Crownhill.

the purpose of this paper
The Derriford Community Park Masterplan and One Planet Centre proposals have 
been developed through a process of engagement with stakeholders. This paper 
records the initial analysis of issues relating to farming by Berrys as agricultural 
advisors to the Masterplan. This analysis was used to inform the engagement 
work, the outcomes of which are also included in this Topic Paper. This paper then 
makes recommendations which have informed the production of the Masterplan.

1.0 introDuCtion
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 Farming will play a crucial role in the long-term management of 
the Community Park. Grazing by livestock will provide a way to manage the 
existing grassland in a manner which is financially sustainable. The continuation 
of farming on the site will help to achieve an increase in its wildlife  value, 
protect the special qualities of the landscape and be a key component in the 
environmental learning offer of the wider Park.

There is a strong tradition of farming within and around the area of the Park with 
a farm at ‘Colrige’ (Coleridge Farm) mentioned in the Domesday Survey of 1086. 
Despite the urbanisation of North Plymouth, particularly over the last century, 
areas of the Park site are still grazed by cattle and sheep with several fields used for 
hay production in the summer. The grazing land is currently classified as Grade 3 
(Good to Moderate) Agricultural Land.

A feasibility study for the Community Park was undertaken in 2007. This 
document recognised that grazing would have a vital role to play in the 
management of the Park in terms of its long term economic viability, as an 
effective means of protecting the existing landscape character of the Park and, at 
the same time, enhancing both its biodiversity and education value. The study 
suggested that hay production should be included in the management of the Park 
to help feed the  livestock over the winter period and that organic grazing practises 
could be adopted with the grazing stock managed by Park Rangers in the first 
instance. The study also suggested that a Rare Breeds Farm could be a feature of the 
Park.

This Topic Paper expands upon the issues and opportunities that were raised in 
the feasibility study, records the comments made by stakeholders at a workshop 
session in November 2011 and makes recommendations relating to the integration 
of farming practices into the Masterplan. The recommendations are based upon 
the principles of making the site as a whole operate as a sustainable and viable 
enterprise, as a source of community interaction, education and development, and 
as a site of high wildlife value. 

2.0 summary of subjeCt
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 Berrys, as agricultural advisors to the Masterplan, have analysed the key 
issues relating to the continuation of farming practices within the Community 
Park and have summarised these as follows:

3.1 farMing systeMs
The Masterplan will need to define the extent of farming within the Park. 
Within the Community Park site there will inevitably be a number of competing 
land uses. These will include giving land over not just to farming but also to 
recreational uses, managed wildlife habitat and food growing. The extent of the 
Park that can be given over to grazing will therefore determine the size of the 
grazing herd. It should be noted that the topography of the site which in places is 
steep, as well as existing site features including woodland and the streams, will 
present a further limitation to the areas available for grazing.

The Masterplan will also need to determine the specific farming practices to be 
adopted. While the feasibility study suggested that organic farming might be 
appropriate this needs to be tested against the practicalities of managing the Park 
and compared against the opportunities around a ‘no input’ system.

3.2 coMMercial farM / business structure
The operation of farming practices within the Park needs to be integrated into 
the overall business and governance model of the Park. To achieve this it will be 
essential to clarify the intentions of those who currently farm land within the 
site, potential future staffing requirements and the structure of grant and subsidy 
funding available in the future.

3.3 Managing public access
The Masterplan will need to demonstrate that public access can be sensitively 
managed so that conflicts between Park users and livestock are prevented. The 
feasibility study suggests that existing hedgerows will be managed by coppicing 
them back before they can be laid, with existing field boundaries ‘patched’ with 
stock-fencing in the short term. The feasibility study also suggests that new 
hedgerows should be created.

3.4 education
Environmental learning will be an important part of the Park’s offer and key 
to that will be the continuation of farming practices within it. Particular 
opportunities for outdoor learning relate to the provision of the rare breeds centre 
that was proposed in the feasibility study. There is a need to determine the size of 
this potential enterprise and the area of land it will require. The management of 
any centre will also need to be investigated. 

3.0 key issues
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 A stakeholder workshop was held in November 2011 to discuss issues 
related to all of the key topic areas outlined above. This section provides a record of 
the workshop discussions.

4.1 farMing systeMs

utilisation of grassland
The Park will require management with the practicalities of grassland 
management being one of the higher considerations. It was felt in the discussion 
that the Park should offer facilities for the local community to exercise animals 
within the boundaries without conflict with the farms animals. To help prevent 
any potential conflict a solution was highlighted that would involve the Park 
being  divided into segments, in which the farm would operate differing grazing 
strategies. These are illustrated on Map 2 (see Appendices), although it should be 
noted that this has been done without consideration for other potential competing 
land uses, this will need addressing in the Masterplan. It was felt that the farm 
should graze the animals in a paddock system. With regards to the orange sections 
of the map (sheep grazing only) a management system should be implemented 
that would ensure never more than 50% of the land in each parcel was occupied 
by grazing livestock. This would give the opportunity for the management body to 
graze the Park efficiently without limiting the activities of walkers or other users. 

It was also felt that through the red areas of the Park (combined cattle and sheep 
grazing) footpaths should be created and fenced so that access across the fields 
could be maintained.Organic or No Input Farming Practic

It was felt that organic farming practices would not deliver the market premium 
that would be required to operate the farm business viably. The management 
practices required under an organic system are too labour intensive without 
securing the output this small system requires. Instead it was felt that a ‘No 
Input’ system should be implemented that would give the farm the freedom to act 
without restraint if required. It was also felt however that organic allotments and 
food production would be wanted on farm. This being the case the farmland could 
be segregated so as to allow these enterprises to operate separately with organic 
growing areas focused on a smaller area of land to the north of the site near the 
existing allotments (Map 1, Appendices). This way the natural boundary of the 
trees and water course would provide buffering for the organic producers against 
the No Input system operated by the rest of the farm.

The workshop felt that organic produce would not generate the volume of revenue 
required by the farms’ enterprises to maintain a viable profit. Traditional breeds 
however would be able to command premiums in themselves without incurring 
the cost of production which organic systems require. Suitable breeds include:
�� Red Ruby Devon and South Devon cattle;
�� Devon Longwool, Whiteface Dartmoor and Greyface Dartmoor sheep; and
�� The Bagot goat.

herd size
The workshop attendees felt that with the farm becoming used as an educational 
resource it would be important to have a range of herds and flocks present.  The 
farm should not over stock in order to preserve the character and nature of the 
land and increase the biodiversity value of the grass. The farm should stock at a 
rough rate of 1 Live Stock Unit (LSU). This would give the farm based upon 70ha of 

4.0 reCorD of stakeholDer 
DisCussions
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grassland roughly 60 cattle and 60 sheep and 30 goats and 10 pigs, the final mix of 
animals can be agreed when other details are agreed upon.

The workshop forum raised the question of other livestock and the possibility 
of pigs in the wood. It was felt that this would be counterproductive as Pigs 
would destroy the soil structure of the land they occupy and prevent growth 
and regeneration in the areas they inhabit. If the Park would like to use livestock 
to help manage the woodland the use of goats would be a more practical and 
sympathetic choice.

grassland species-rich areas
One of the key objectives set out in the feasibility study is for grassland within 
the Park to be managed to increase species diversity and therefore wildlife value. 
The forum felt that for this to occur commercially a No Input system would have 
to operate. To develop large scale regeneration of the meadow land it was felt 
that some areas would have to be ploughed up and reseeded to encourage less 
competitive species of grassland. Some areas of grassland may require fertiliser to 
compensate for the loss of hay making capabilities on these sections. It was also 
felt that areas of pasture near the stream, which have a tendency to flood, should 
be removed from production so as not to over poach and so destroy its natural 
value as a diverse habitat on the Park estate.

It was felt that the hedgerows should be managed in as environmentally friendly a 
way as possible, while also stock fencing them so as not to damage their structure. 
Where the hedgerows are currently sparse or gapped new hedges should be 
planted so as to create better connected corridors for wildlife.

The woodland has a significant border with the grazed land across the farm. It was 
highlighted that if the woodland edges were left to encourage scrubby growth 
and managed creep into the fields this would increase the habitats for bird life and 
small mammals on farm.

The workshop forum highlighted slope slippage on the south facing slopes of 
Seaton Valley. The group felt that there is an opportunity to remedy this by laying 
field drains and incorporating swales into the design of the Park.

4.2 coMMercial farM/business structure

a central trust
Subject to agreement with current tenants, the workshop felt that a central trust 
should be established with any agricultural subsidies and grant schemes paid to it 
and with all such funding ring-fenced for agricultural purposes and not used as a 
source of capital for the Park holistically. The Park farming enterprise should look 
to market its livestock through a Farm Shop at the One Planet Centre, branded as 
both local and traditional. As a pre-cursor to establishing a trust the workshop 
agreed that it was essential to understand the intentions of existing tenants.

staffing the farM
It was felt that staffing of the farm could revolve around one key herdsman who 
would have to have expertise with both cattle and sheep. The forum felt that to 
limit overheads the farm would have a crossover of support staff in conjunction 
with other areas in the Park, such as educational support staff and Park 
Rangers, all of whom would be capable of operating in a variety of roles, such as 
management of woodlands and Park Management.
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grant and subsidy funding
Currently the level of agricultural subsidies and grants claimed are limited. It was 
expressed during the forum that most of the land has not claimed Single Farm 
Payment (SPS) and none of the land is under Agri–Environmental schemes (ELS- 
Entry Level Stewardship and HLS Higher Level Stewardship). The creation of a 
central trust or similar body will establish a clear management structure through 
which SPS and ELS and possible HLS could be applied for. This would then give the 
farm business some initial capital as well as a 10 year management grant.

The Park also contains large areas of woodland against which government grants 
schemes, run through Natural England and the Forestry Commission, could be 
claimed against, providing management income and capital funding to open them 
up and manage them within the spirit of the Park. Based upon the framework plan 
contained within the feasibility study, the Park has at initial estimates, 80 – 88 ha 
of SPS eligible land, although this is subject to change with the Park’s design and 
the Rural Payment Agency.

Based upon this figure the farm would be eligible in total for:

SPS: £17,000 to £19,000 per annum
ELS: £1,900 to £2,600 per annum
HLS (If available): Subject to agreement typically similar to ELS
Total: 80ha SPS 65ha ELS: £19,550 plus HLS payment.
88ha total: £22,000 plus HLS payment.

Woodland grants would be subject to the extent of the work undertaken and the 
aims the Project wishes to accomplish with regards to the woodland.

4.3 Managing public access
The forum felt that the need for estate boundaries is key, no more so than to 
prevent animal access to public roads. This will be even more important with 
the development of the proposed link road through the Park. It seems clear from 
the discussion that new hedgerows with integral stock-proof fencing will be 
required. The forum saw this as an opportunity to run training in fencing as well 
as traditional hedge-laying courses and to engage the local community and other 
groups in developing practical countryside management skills. The forum also 
agreed that there should be very clearly marked out public routes with a network 
of routes provided across the Park with areas of hedged and fenced pasture in 
between. The forum also discussed the potential for swales to be incorporated, 
in addition to hedgerows, providing further separation between busy public 
footpaths and areas of livestock and creating particularly rich wildlife corridors.

4.4 education
Poole Farm currently is a commercial farm with no education function. 
Subject to existing tenancies the buildings could be adapted to form a teaching 
environment. This would provide a focus for farming-based education and would 
be complementary with the wider Park offer and in particular its environmental 
learning agenda. It was felt that farming within the Park offers educational 
opportunities for all ages and backgrounds, particularly in terms of practical 
education about food production, animal physiology, animal husbandry, land and 
environmental management and its relationship to farming. The Park could also 
offer, for example:

�� Woodland management courses;
�� Fencing and hedge laying course;
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�� Charcoal creation courses;
�� Practical Veterinarian training access;
�� Rehabilitation course for offenders;
�� Wool spinning classes;
�� Bee keeping Courses;
�� Sausage making classes with the OPC; and
�� Orchid management courses.
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 Based upon the work undertaken to date, and the feedback from 
stakeholders at the November 2011 workshop, it is recommended that the 
following is integrated into the Masterplan:

recoMMendation 1
Provide distinct paddocks for grazing that are separated from footpaths by 
hedgerows, stock-proof fencing and swales.

recoMMendation 2
Base herd sizes upon increasing the biodiversity value of the pasture areas at a rate 
of 1 Livestock Stock Unit (LSU).

recoMMendation 3
Provide hay meadows for over-wintering livestock

recoMMendation 4
Adopt a ‘no-input’ system of farming but also with the provision of areas for 
organic food growing within the Park.

recoMMendation 5
Focus on traditional and local sheep and cattle breeds, the produce from which can 
command a premium.

recoMMendation 6
Plough-up and re-seed some areas of grassland to improve species diversity.

recoMMendation 7
Remove areas by the streams from grazing.

recoMMendation 8
Create new hedgerows to contain livestock and ensure that these are made using 
traditional hedge laying techniques.

recoMMendation 9
Allow scrubby growth and managed woodland creep into the field areas for 
wildlife.

recoMMendation 10
Incorporate field drainage into the south-facing sides of Seaton Valley.

recoMMendation 11
Subject to agreement with current tenants, establish a central trust to apply for 
and manage grantsn and subsidies.

recoMMendation 12
Incorporate a farm shop into the One Planet Centre to sell produce from the Park’s 
farm.

recoMMendation 13
Staff the farm around one key herdsman who has expertise in both cattle and 
sheep and provide crossover support from Park Rangers and other Park staff.

5.0 reCComenDations
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recoMMendation 14
Apply for Single Farm Payment (SPS) and funding under Agri–Environmental 
schemes (ELS- Entry Level Stewardship and HLS Higher the land is Level 
Stewardship).

recoMMendation 15
Subject to further discussions with existing landowners and tenants , establish 
a rare/heritage breeds’ farm at Poole Farm to complement the Park’s wider 
environmental learning programme.
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aPPenDix 1: farming workshoP 
ProPosals
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